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GENERAL
Packs are arranged in series and parallel strings. The series strings are commonly built in groups of
six cells we call modules. (6S Modules) The number of modules in series determines your “S”
count. Ten 6S modules is an “S” count of 60. Modules can come in sizes other than 6 so the data
needs to be extrapolated for the in between series choices. We are providing the most common 6S
choices. The Series count “S” determines the various voltage settings, the parallel count or “P”
determines the amperage ratings.

VOLTAGE
The following tables provides the various levels of voltage for different situations your pack may
find itself in. Set your controller accordingly. Read across the first row to find your “S” count.

Cell
Voltage for various Series Strings
Volt
Series String "S" count
1
Max V during Aggressive Charge
4.24
Max Charged Voltage-Resting
4.20
Recommended Max Charge-Resting 4.15
Min State of Charge in pits
3.90
Empty - Warning
3.70
Seriously Empty - Check System
3.50
Conservative Drag Sag continuous
3.20
Peak Drag Sag 2 second
3.00
Extreme Drag Sag single gear only
Call

6
25
25
25
23
22
21
19
18

12
51
50
50
47
44
42
38
36

18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66
76 102 127 153 178 204 229 254 280
76 101 126 151 176 202 227 252 277
75 100 125 149 174 199 224 249 274
70 94 117 140 164 187 211 234 257
67 89 111 133 155 178 200 222 244
63 84 105 126 147 168 189 210 231
58 77 96 115 134 154 173 192 211
54 72 90 108 126 144 162 180 198

72
305
302
299
281
266
252
230
216

78
331
328
324
304
289
273
250
234

84
356
353
349
328
311
294
269
252

90
382
378
374
351
333
315
288
270

As an example, your Zilla Controller low battery voltage protection called the LBV should be set to one of
the drag sag settings determined by your S count. Your low battery setting should be Empty Warning; Or it
is best to use one set of settings for drag racing and another (called “valet”) for driving around.

CELL VOLTAGE
Maximum Charged Voltage - RESTING 4.150V maximum on any one single cell row. If you want to risk a
shorter pack life, you can go to 4.200V and it should be safe. As you charge, you will notice the cell
voltages will be slightly higher than the resting voltage. When you turn off the charger or it shuts off by
itself, you will notice the cells voltage drop down and settle to what we call the resting voltage. After a run
at the track, your cells will usually rise in voltage as the heat soaks into the cells. You should always wait
for the voltage to stop moving to measure a resting voltage before charging the pack. YOU SHOULD BE
AIMING TO HEAD TO THE STARTING LINE AT 4.150V (see above for your setting.) Warning do not use
a single cell or the total pack voltage to watch your charging progress, check all cells during charging using
a BMS or random sampling of all cells. As you become acquainted with the pack and you have checked

96
407
403
398
374
355
336
307
288

them all once during a charge, you can generally watch just the highest cells as they tend to always be the
same ones. DO NOT EXCEED the maximum cell voltage or the maximum pack voltage.
Minimum State of Charge Voltage - Resting 3.900V The lower voltage you go you will cut down on
battery pack life. The pack is safe for emergency trips down to 3.7V, but should be immediately elevated to
3.900V returning to your charger. YOU SHOULD BE AIMING TO GET BACK TO YOUR PIT AREA
BEFORE REACHING 3.900V. Best case is to tow your vehicle back from the return lane if you are really
pushing the heat in the pack, the charge time or turnaround time. 3.900V is also a good place to store your
pack for long periods, like the winter. Check the voltage weekly if you are going to leave them unattended. If
you plan to leave the battery for a longer period, plot the discharge if any so that you do not leave them
longer than your planned absence.
Minimum Drag Racing Cell Voltage 3.00V this should stay in the safe area for heat buildup. Call us if you
are not breaking anything and are reaching this much pack discharge and have good temperatures we can
talk about going lower. YOU SHOULD ADJUST YOUR SETTINGS SO YOU DO NOT DROP BELOW
3.000V AT ANY TIME DURING THE RACE. Remember if you are using your controller setting to control
this it WILL NOT protect you from running your pack empty. Get back to the pits and start the recharge
process after checking temperatures. See above table for your low voltage controller setting.

AMPERAGE
INDIVIDUAL CELL AMPERAGE
Each series string can be reinforced by adding more strings in parallel. There are two grades of Sleeper
Cells, we call them 100C and 200C. The 100C is a 75C “continuous” 100C peak version and is sold in
4.4Ahr cells.
The 200C is a 100C “continuous” and 200C peak version sold in 5.0Ahr cells.
Each cell has its own limits of current while the voltage for various usage is roughly the same between the
two types. The table below shows the current limits for various drag racing duties. For longer usage, like
land speed racing, call with your details, we can find a cell that will work for you. To get you peak amperage
multiply by your number of P strings in parallel.

Amperage for each parallel string
Ahr rating
"Continuous" Drag Racing 10sec.
"Continuous" Drag Racing Single Gear
Peak 2 second pulse
Peak 1 second pulse
Suggested Charge Amperage
Quick Charge
Peak Max Charge

75C/100C
4.4
330
374
440
660
1
4
8

100C/200C
5.0
500
625
750
1000
1
5
10

Your controller and charger battery current settings should be set to not exceed these figures above
multiplied by your healthy parallel count(P). In the table of above, the word “continuous” means typical DC
series wound motor with a single gear drag racing. Characteristics of this are a start from time zero at zero
amps and climbing to peak where the motor reaches an EMF limit and the battery current starts to fall back
down. For various transmissions and AC or BLDC motor applications, these settings may need to be
reduced.

WIRING
We provide balance taps to hook your series strings in parallel so that they can work with a BMS such as
the Orion BMS. An approximate generic wiring diagram of typical Lonestar EV Performance pack. Your
pack will vary in C rate, sag voltage and nearly all other parameters to suit your specific application.

CHARGING
CHARGE AMPERAGE AND VOLTAGE
If you have a programmable charger if you can approach the maximum charge voltage gradually it is best
for long batter life. The slower you can charge it is always suggested to charge at that amperage rate.
Maximum Charge Amperage
Cold Balanced Battery up to 4.000V
With a balanced pack and COLD ambient OR COLD battery condition, you should be able to
charge your pack at the suggested charge rate of 1 amp per parallel “P” count without any problems. So, if
you have 10P pack than you can charge at 10 amps up until a single individual cell voltage reaches 4.000V
SECOND RUN or HOT Balanced Battery up to 4.100V
With a balanced pack and HOT ambient AND battery condition, you should be able to charge your
pack at the suggested charge rate of 1C (4 or 5 amps) per parallel “P” count without any problems. So, if
you have 10P pack than you can charge at 40 amps up until a single individual cell voltage reaches 4.100V
Balanced battery up to 4.150V
Charge rate should be reduced to 1 Amp per “P” from 4.100V to 4.150V and only done on a
balanced pack with no more than 0.050V between maximum and minimum cell voltage.
Unbalanced battery up to 4.100V
On an unbalanced pack in any state, keep the Charge rate down to 1 Amp per “P” maximum.
Unbalanced state would be maximum cell voltage minus minimum cell voltage of 0.050V,
WARNING, charging an unbalanced pack can be dangerous, watch the highest cell voltage row. Do not
charge by total pack voltage only.
If you have a fairly small pack to charge it should recharge in the short time presented at a drag strip
without overheating due to charging current heat. Fast charge rates will lead to fluctuations in the cell rows
when they reach full or around 4.15V to 4.20V, reduce the charge rate until the voltages are rising together.
Slow or even Stop charging immediately if one cell begins to spike up to >4.20 or a maximum of
4.25V during charging.
Your pack may have Anderson SB350 adapters in between them; they have multiple wires into each side
collecting the individual cell strings together. You must insure that all cells are hooked in parallel to run
these packs, you cannot run with any of the cell strings from one side of the Anderson
connector disconnected. They need to be connected to a common power draw or they will start to burn the
wires in between the series strings and then your BMS or balancing strategy is useless. You must inspect
after every race for burnt wires (as best you can). We like to "smell" the pack immediately after the race,
don’t be ashamed it is better to be safe than sorry; it tells you immediately if there was chaos. Any unusual
electrical odors can signal something going wrong or overheating. Even though these were originally called
“LiPo seduction” cells, they are actually high power Lithium Ion cells that use a sweet-smelling alcohol like
electrolyte carrying solution, this is not a polymer electrolyte. If you smell this sweet smell, you most likely
have a cell failure. Stop immediately. If you smell an acrid smoke smell, this may mean a balance wire has
become a fusible link and indicates you may have a weak cell. They can be subject to corrosion if the pack
gets wet or stored in seaside atmosphere or stored cold and brought out into hot humid environment. Store
the pack in cool DRY place. Call us if you have any strange odors or other signs. Inspect your case for
damage. A screw puncture or other case failure can be catastrophic. Do not drill or use power tools of any
kind on your case. Wrap tools with insulation before working on the pack.

You must check the balance as you are charging in between races and after you get back home. Do not
charge the pack un-attended. Most chargers can really crank out some power, and will raise the voltages
unevenly right near the end throwing your balance off. Try starting out slowly on the recharge until you learn
its idiosyncrasies. The factory max spec on charging is 5C but this creates a really hot battery and if you
are already hot from racing, you will have cell failure in 20 or 30 uses. Try charging to 4.10V average to
start with until you check the ability of your charger to cut-back to the appropriate voltage. Incorrect
Charger stop voltage settings can leave you with a dangerous condition.

GENERAL
CELL TEMPERATURE
Maximum Pack Temperature 55degC, measure this with an infrared pyrometer, thermometer, thermistor
or thermocouple. Best location is in between the corners of the individual modules. NEVER insert a hard
wire or thermocouple in between two modules where the pack compression is compressing the smooth flat
faces of the cells. Watch that sunlight can give a false high temperature.
CELL STORAGE TEMPERATURE
Do not let the batteries freeze. Store in cool dry place between 45degF and 75degF. DO NOT store on the
concrete floor in your garage during the sub-zero winter. Do not store in cool place and then let warm moist
air with a dew point above the storage temperature the pack as cool battery cells inside will cause
condensation. We suggest a steel storage box with a lock if you are storing these anywhere near where
there may be a risk of inappropriate touching.
SHELF LIFE
These packs can sit for a month with minimal loss if completely disconnected and if you stay within the
guidelines above, then you may have cells in their fourth year of race service without failure. However, we
can only suggest a three-year shelf life on these packs if checked weekly.
LIFE EXPECTANCY
The guidelines above should give you several hundred full races without cell failure. We recommend the
maximum amperages shown above. Remember the harder you push the battery the shorter the life and
after you install this thing in racecar we cannot warrantee anything other than workmanship issue, we can
only supply repair parts beyond that. Customers have had up to and exceeded 200 and even 300 runs on
our drag packs and they still seem strong if properly cared for and not brutally tortured. Do not exceed any
listed rating unless that record is just right there and the reward of that record outweighs burning down the
pack and perhaps your vehicle and home. These packs have a three season life expectancy. Call us for
responsible recycling. We think a lot of the story and myth behind puffing of these HOT chemistries is that
they have been run without monitoring battery voltage and taken to their extreme upper limit on charging
and run until they are completely empty. This will definitely shorten their life and possibly lead to puffing. Do
not run the pack without battery voltage controller settings properly programmed.
WARNINGS
Your new battery cells are Lithium Cobalt Oxide and, if punctured, will burn on their own. Be ready in case
of accident with coolant water, do not use dry chemical or gaseous fire extinguisher unless you are fighting
a multi-media fire. In case of fire, slowly apply coolant by trickling just enough water to keep other systems
from becoming engaged, the main goal is to simply apply cooling to the wires. This will pull the heat out of
the cells. Store batteries away from living quarters. Follow battery safety standards present in such
documents as NHRA battery case guidelines which call for firewalls or steel cases in between driver and
battery. Do not mount your batteries within line of site of the driver such as on the passenger seat. Do not
mount your battery where road debris or broken drive-shafts or other driveline equipment might penetrate
the case. Do not “clamp” your Lexan case. The cells are pre-compressed, any additional pressure on the
case may overexert the cells. Build your battery containment box to lock the case in tight but do not

squeeze or bulge the Lexan. Do not use the pack sidewalls as structural integrity for your vehicle. In case
of fire, soak burnt cells in salt water to completely discharge them. DO NOT OVERCHARGE OR OVER
DISCHARGE.
RACING
These are classified as “Starved Electrolyte” Lithium Ion cells as they contain no free liquids and can be
used on drag strips that allow “starved electrolyte” cells.

CHARTS
Below are some helpful diagrams to help you use your pack. This first set is called a PVI Diagram,
Power(P)/Voltage(V)/Current(I). You can find any parameters of the pack discharge by following the the
battery discharge curve line. These charts are for the 4.4Ahr 75/100C cells. (The 4.5Ahr cell has been
changed to 4.4Ahr since these charts were done but they are still very close.)
Find your pack “P” count and slide along the peak amperage line over to the right until you find your “S”
count. There you see a star. That is your 100C peak figure for your pack. From that line dropping vertically
there is dashed line. That is your battery discharge curve for your pack. Your battery will always be along
that discharge line depending on battery current draw. You have the option to add extra packs at some
point. You can find the associated power in kilowatts or battery horsepower by dropping down to the
bottom axis. If your settings are below this peak amperage, then it should be somewhere along the dotted
line shown on the curve as the “Battery Discharge Curve”. It is best to set current maximums and sag limits
conservatively. I recreated several of the larger charts to overlay the Zilla controller spec lines to match your
pack size.
A typical PVI curve for a common pack the 3P36S EPJD.

For the big packs, this one is the most common.

State of Charge (SOC)
This diagram shows your state of charge. This is like the gas gauge for your car. Notice that at the
nominal voltage of 3.70V the pack is nearly empty. It is not ½ full at 3.70V. It is a drag racing pack and
should not be used for exhibition burnouts lasting 10 seconds or more or long distance racing or traveling
no matter how much you want to show off. The drag racing settings should not be used for driving on the
street, especially the lower cell voltage setting. We allow you to sag to 3.00V during a drag race but if you
used this on the street, your pack will leave you stranded when it reached about 3.60V, as it is nearly
empty.
This is a common chart for the Junior 150V battery pack.

DISCHARGE CURVES
Finally the discharge curves for your cells. The nomenclature is the actual test dicharge C rate
then a slash then the tested cell rating. Example. 40C test of the 75C continuous cell is shown
40C/75C. A 100C test of the 100C contrinuous cells is shown 100C/100C.
The first chart is the sag voltage. Find the voltage that they sag to for various amperages. The
100C cells were tested every second to determine their 10second rating and cut off early.
The 75C cells were tested earlier and data was only taken every two seconds until 2.9V. The plot is
on a logarithmic time scale at the bottom. (for you techies: In addition to the time to full discharge
decreasing with increasing C rate, the cell Ahr apparent capacity decreases at about the same
proportional rate(not shown).) This chart is independent of cell size.

This chart shows the kilowatt output rate for various C rate for the two different families of cells.
Note: the 100C cells are 5.0Ahr and the 75C cells are 4.4Ahr.

Finally the approximate 100C rating curve of brand new cells from the factory lasts only a few
seconds and is not very useful for longer discharges, hill climbing, heavier or slower poorly setup
cars. Example, if you were to pull about 100C or 440amps per cell times three in parallel
(1320amps total) the cells would dive to 2.9 volts for about ten seconds then dive to zero. They
would appear to pop right up to full again but this is not useful for longer sustained uses and you
can damage the battery this way. Just add more battery in parallel. Also, there is a definite
improvement in performance on warm cells above 40degC versus “room temperature” 25degC
cells. We always recommend a warmp up run somewhere in the parking lot or a warming period
beforeusing them at full current. Do not blast a cold pack to max settings or risk poor battery life
because the electrolyte is not fully active. Also your Ahr capacity will drop with temperature.

FUSING
Mount your packs and BMS in a rain tight enclosure or a rain proof trunk space. Follow all guidelines for
drag racing as published in the rulebook at NEDRA.COM. Fuse according to your racing needs. We
recommend only A15QS, A50QS or A100P Ferraz Shawmut fuses. See curves below to pick the one that is
right for you. Use the smallest fuse that allows you to accomplish the race. Recently we have had success
with smaller and smaller fuses. Try the 10second line from the left and a little below the peak amperage of
your pack.

150V Fuses

500V Fuses

The 1000V A100P

CONSTRUCTION
Lonestar EV Performance uses much thicker 8AWG 200degC high temperature silicone wire than usually
comes standard with typical shrink wrap pouch style packs(12AWG). This is because we order from a
company that built for military use un-manned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) and they allow us to specify whatever
performance enhancement we wish. We can go even larger from 8AWG to 6AWG if required. Our cells
come with large oversized 8mm bullet connectors that give some protection from short circuit during
construction and allow a good point to manually connect and disconnect in case of the possible need to
upgrade or replace certain cells. We shrink wrap the cells with black PVC for a very light module and can
save weight and volume over the typical PVC plastic box cells. Our cells come pre-installed with Yeonho
battery voltage taps for monitoring or balancing. We also sell a simple racing balancing system called a
BBS. Plug and play. So far, we have sold approximately 10000 cells and have no failures under racing
conditions. We have had a few failures that the owner has admitted were from not following the above
guidelines and they have reordered. You can shrink wrap the red bullet covers. You should spread the
8mm bullet male connectors slightly to give a very tight fit with the female bullet. It should require a channel
lock tool. You should check all balance taps supplied individually before plugging it in. You should verify
voltage before connecting what you think is two adjacent 8mmm bullets. Leave access room for possible
cooling.
The 4.4Ahr 6S module size is 2”x2”x6” weighs 780grams in a 99.9Wh module.
The 100C/200C cell details are here.

Normal factory delivery allows for 30 days of self-discharge testing, but in a rush order, you may need to
verify this test. Check each cell for voltage than leave the cells stored for 30 days and record the after
voltage. They should all be very similar. You may experience 1 in a 1000 that have some slow selfdischarge. We will send you a replacement.

1000BHP LPS3
We appreciate your business and we hope your racing pack lasts for several seasons and hundreds of
runs. However, we would like to say once you install this in your racecar; the warrantee for workmanship is
void so we advise you to thoroughly inspect the pack as delivered. We will promptly fix any defects. In
addition, we would advise you to review your insurance policy, as most do not cover off-road racing of any
kind. Please be careful and read all user manuals on your BMS, The BMS is what is going to separate a
long-life pack from a very short season. Some of the best cells in the world can find their demise in one
night due to pushing them beyond their design capacity. Do not be that person. Just buy more packs and
race it in spec. Also, don’t join the 180-degree flip club, remember if you are replacing a lead pack with
Lonestar EV Performance Sleeper Cells you are probably getting way more horsepower and half the
weight. Have fun.

Your friends at….
www.ampahaulic.com
979-665-5621

